
The Scandi Christmas 
Wall Hanging and Table Runner

Wall hanging: 42” x 62” / 107cm x 157cm
Table Runner: 15” x 41” / 38cm x 104cm

Designed by Lynne Goldsworthy of lilysquilts.blogspot.com
Featuring the Scandi II collection from Makower UK

118 Greys  Road, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon RG9 1QW. 
Tel: +44(0)1491 579727     
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Red Grey Amount Cut Then cut into
1483/1 1483/1 One panel
1473 Q 1473 Q ¾ m / 1yd Four 1 ½” WOF strips

Nine 2 ½” WOF strips*

Two 25 ½” strips
Two 43 ½” strips

Two 30” strips
Two 42” strips
Two 46” strips
Two 58” strips

1473 R 1473 S6 2 ½ m / 2 ¾ yds Thirteen ¾” WOF strips*

Five 2 ½” WOF strips (binding)
Use remainder for the back

Four 4” strips
Two 26” strips
Two 37 ½” strips
Two 38” strips
Two 45 ½” strips
Two 50” strips
Two 57 ½” strips

4/1478 R 4/1478 S 1.3 m / 1 ½ yd Cut into eight 4” LOF strips**
4/1480 R7 4/1480 S6 15cm / ⅛ yard One 4” WOF strip Four 4” squares
Wadding 115cm x 170cm /

45” x 66” 

*   Sew the strips end to end before cutting into the strips in the fifth column.
* *  See cutting instructions further down for more information.  

The Scandi Christmas Wall Hanging and Table Runner
Wall hanging: 42” x 62” / 107cm x 157cm / Table Runner: 15” x 41” / 38cm x 104cm

Designed by Lynne Goldsworthy of lilysquilts.blogspot.com

Wall Hanging

Red version Grey version
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Table Runner

Red version Grey version

Red Grey Amount Cut Then cut into 
1473 Q 1473 Q 10cm / ⅛ yd Three 1 ½” WOF 

strips
Six 6” strips
Two 34” strips

1473 R 1473 S6 ½ m / ½ yd Six ¾” WOF strips

Three 2 ½” WOF 
strips (binding) 

Four 4” strips
Ten 5 ½” strips
Ten 6” strips
Two 15 ½” strips
Two 34” strips

4/1476 R 4/1476 S 15cm / ¼ yd*

½ m / ½ yd

TOTAL: ¾ m / ¾ yd

5 ½” WOF strip

18” WOF strip for the 
back

5 ½” square

4/1477 R 4/1477 S 15cm / ¼ yd* 5 ½” WOF strip 5 ½” square
4/1479 R4 4/1479 S7 15cm / ¼ yd* 5 ½” WOF strip 5 ½” square
4/1478 R 4/1478 S 90 cm / 1yd Cut into eight 4” LOF 

strips**
4/1480 R7 4/1480 S6 15cm / ¼ yd* 5 ½” WOF strip 5 ½” square

Four 4” squares
4/1481 R7 4/1481 S3 15cm / ¼ yd* 5 ½” WOF strip 5 ½” square
Wadding 50cm x 120cm / 20” x 46”

*   If preferred, one fabric could be used for the five central framed squares.  In that case, ¼ yard / 15cm of that 
one fabric would be needed.  Five 5 ½” squares could be cut from this one strip.  
* *  See cutting instructions further down for more information.  NB: if you are also making the wall hanging, you 
could use the spare strips left over from that project for this one. 

NOTES
• Seams are ¼” throughout unless stated otherwise.
• Read pattern in full before starting.
• Press fabrics before cutting and after each seam. 
• WOF = width of fabric - a strip of fabric cut from selvedge to selvedge
• LOF = length of fabric - a strip of fabric cut parallel to the selvedges
• RST = right sides together / WST = wrong sides together

The Wall Hanging- Cutting the fabrics

1.  Cut the fabrics as shown in the fabric requirements table.  

2.  Cut the striped fabric (4/1478) into eight LOF strips by cutting down the middle of the 
baubles as shown by the black dashed lines in the cutting image below.  This will give four strips 
with red/beige reindeer on a cream background and four strips with cream reindeer on a red/grey 
background.  For the wall hanging you will use the white reindeer on the red background.  
NB: if you are also making the table runner, you can use the red reindeer on cream background 
strips left over from this project for that.  
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3.  Cut two 30” lengths and two 50” lengths from those strips.

Making the Wall Hanging top

1.  Trim the panel to 23 ½” x 43 ½”.

2.  Sash the sides of the panel using the 1 ½” x 43 ½” strips then the top and bottom with the 
     1½” x 25 ½” strips of cream weave fabric (1473 Q).  

3.  Sash the sides of the quilt top using the ¾” x 45 ½” strips then the top and bottom with the 
     ¾ x 26” strips of red/grey weave fabric (1473 R/S).

4.  Sash the sides of the quilt top using the 2 ½” x 46” strips then the top and bottom with the 
     2½” x 30” strips of cream weave fabric (1473 Q).  

NB: for steps 5 to 8, see the assembly 
diagram opposite. 

5.  Sash the sides of the quilt top using the 
¾” x 50” strips of red/beige weave fabric 
(1473R/S) then again using the 4” x 50” 
strips of reindeer stripe fabric (4/1478 R/S).  

6.  Sash the top and bottom of the quilt top 
using the ¾” x 37 ½” strips of red/beige 
weave fabric (1473R/S).  

7.  Make the two end panels by sashing two 
of the 4” squares of snowflake fabric (4/1480 
R7/S6) to each end of one of the 4” x 30” 
strips of reindeer stripe fabric (4/1478 R/S) 
using two ¾” x 4” strips of red/beige weave 
fabric (1473R/S).  

8.  Sew the two end panels to the top and 
bottom of the quilt top.  

9.  Sash the sides of the quilt top using the 
¾” x 57 ½” strips then the top and bottom 
with the ¾ x 38” strips of red/beige weave 
fabric (1473 R/S).

10.  To finish the quilt top, sash the sides 
using the 2 ½” x 58” strips then the top and 
bottom with the 2½” x 42” strips of cream 
weave fabric (1473 Q).  
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Finishing the Wall Hanging

1.  Make and baste a quilt sandwich using the backing fabric, batting and quilt top and quilt as 
desired.  

2.  Sew the binding fabric strips end to end using diagonal or straight seams as preferred and fold 
in half along the length WST to make a double fold binding.  

3.  Bind to finish, taking care to mitre the corners.  

The Table Runner - Cutting the fabrics

1.  Cut the fabrics as shown in the fabric requirements table.  

2.  Cut the striped fabric (4/1478) into eight LOF strips by cutting down the middle of the baubles 
as shown by the black dashed lines in the cutting image within the wall hanging pattern.  This will 
give four strips with red/beige reindeer on a cream background and four strips with cream reindeer 
on a red/beige background.  For the table runner you will use the red/beige reindeer on the cream 
background.  
NB: if you are also making the wall hanging, you can use the strips left over from that project for 
this one.  

3.  Cut two 8” lengths and two 34” lengths from those strips.

Making the Table Runner top

1.  Sash the sides of each of the 5 ½” squares using the ¾” x 5 ½” strips then the top and bottom 
with the ¾ x 6” strips of red/beige weave fabric (1473 R/S).

2.  Sash the five framed squares together using four 1 ½” x 6” strips of cream weave fabric 
(1473 Q).  Sew the two remaining strips to each end of this piece.  

NB: steps 3 to 6 are pieced in the same way as steps 5 to 8 in the wall hanging - see the assembly 
diagram within that pattern for guidance. 

3.  Sash the sides of the table runner top using the ¾” x 34” strips of red/beige weave fabric 
(1473R/S) then again using the 4” x 34” strips of reindeer stripe fabric (4/1478 R/S).  

4.  Sash the top and bottom of the quilt top using the ¾” x 15 ½” strips of red/beige weave fabric 
(1473R/S).  

5.  Make the two end panels by sashing two of the 4” squares of snowflake fabric (4/1480 R7/
S6) to each end of one of the 4” x 8” strips of reindeer stripe fabric (4/1478 R/S) using two ¾” x 4” 
strips of red/beige weave fabric (1473R/S).    

6.  Sew the two end panels to the top and bottom of the table runner top.  

Finishing the Table Runner

1.  Make and baste a quilt sandwich using the backing fabric, batting and table runner top and quilt 
as desired.  

2.  Sew the binding fabric strips end to end using diagonal or straight seams as preferred and fold 
in half along the length WST to make a double fold binding.  

3.  Bind to finish, taking care to mitre the corners.  
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1478/R STRIPE

1476/R REINDEER

1483/1 PANEL
each panel 

60 x 112cms (24” x 44”)

1484/1 MINI STOCKING 
ADVENT
each panel 

60 x 112cms (24” x 44”)

1473/R LINEN TEX

1476/S REINDEER1477/S TREES

Scandi Wall Hanging and 
Table Runners by 

Lynne Goldsworthy of 
lilysquilts.blogspot.com

FREE patterns available to 
download from 

www.makoweruk.com

1478/T STRIPE

1473/S6 LINEN TEX

1477/R TREES

1473/Q LINEN TEX

SCANDI II  by The Henley Studio 
from makoweruk +44(0)1491 579727  www.makoweruk.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Makower-UK/127827177412975

ALL DESIGNS 50% OF ACTUAL SIZE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

1479/R4 MISTLETOE 1479/S7 MISTLETOE

1481/R7 HEARTS & STARS 1481/S3 HEARTS & STARS1480/R7 SNOWFLAKE 1480/S6 SNOWFLAKE

1473/R8 LINEN TEX

1473/G5 LINEN TEX

1473/G9 LINEN TEX


